
 

 

 Community Meeting Notes: Feb 10 2020 

7pm- 10pm 

Parish Hall, Clyde River, NU 

ACMC Participants:  

Present:  
Sam Palituq (Chair) 
Leah Tassugat 
Danica Hogan (Vice Chair) 
Jaysie Tigullaraq 
 
Shauna Seeteenak (Inuit Learning and Development Program with CWS) 
Lisa Pirie-Dominix (Protected Areas Head, Northern Region, CWS) 
 
Regrets: Enuusiq Jaypoody (absent for medical reasons), James Qillaq (NWB meeting) 
 
Others Present: Jerry Natanine (translation) 

 

Proceedings:  

Meeting started at 7pm  
 

1. Open house to view posters, meeting the committee, get snacks 
 

2. 7:30pm Opening Prayer and Chair and Vice-Chair Opening Remarks (Sam Palituq and Danica 
Hogan) 

 
3. 7:45pm-8:30pm Management Plan Presentation (Presented by Danica Hogan) 

 
4. 8:30pm-9pm BREAK and Door Prizes  

 
5. 9pm-10pm Open floor open for questions and comments 

a. Community Member Comment/Question: General comment about growing up there 
and hearing stories about the area from father 
 



b. Community Member Comment/Question: Why has it taken so long to make the 
management plan?  Where is the lodge that was talked about? Community has been 
talking about this since 1990s.  Asking because he is envious of other communities that 
have areas like Ninginganiq and they employ people for tourism purposes.  Where is the 
tourism? 

 
ACMC Response:  Danica indicated that the plan has taken a long time partly due to 
logistical circumstances in the ACMC (deaths, changes in members, etc.) and partly due to 
the fact that the committee really wanted to make sure they had all of the available 
information when writing it, and really wanted to take their time to make sure the plan was 
done right.  Sam added to this reiterating the responsibility the committee members felt to 
go slowly to make sure the plan really reflected what was best for the area and community. 
 
c. Community Member Comment/Question: Why on the map is the area marked all the 

way up to the shoreline and some land is included in the boundary? 
 
ACMC Response:  Danica indicated that the boundary was established with the community 
of Clyde River/ the old steering committee before the area was designated in 2010.  Sam 
indicated that the boundary was made to include up to about 1 mile of land around the bay 
to ensure that tourists/researchers couldn’t just camp on the land at the edge of the bay to 
do work in the area.  
 
d. Community Member Comment/Question: Educating the public about this is good.  

Thank you for making things so clear. 
 

e. Community Member Comment/Question:  Why isn’t CWS here?  They negotiated with 
the HTO, so we should see more of them since our ancestors negotiated with them.  It 
seems like all of the old work is being forgotten or changing.  Why aren’t there more 
meetings in Clyde River? 
 

ACMC Response: Danica clarified that the ACMC works directly with CWS and that she is 
part of the ACMC as the CWS member.  The management plan was created with the 
committee and CWS, as was agreed upon in the IIBA, and was based on all of the old work 
with the HTO/Steering Committee that established the NWA- the old work is not being 
forgotten or changed, the ACMC is the continuation of the work.  Sam indicated that all of 
the ACMC meetings are held in Clyde River and that the management plan was created from 
documents and interviews that resulted from all of the old work 
 
f. Community Member Comment/Question:  I’m from the HTO and I got the copy of the 

draft management plan that the ACMC sent us, but could you please share the 
presentation you just gave as well? 

 
ACMC Response: Danica promised to send a copy of the presentation to the HTO the next 
day (NOTE: Presentation sent via email Feb.11, 2020). 
 
g. Community Member Comment/Question: When will the draft be finalized?  Asking 

because TINMCA only took 2 years. 
 



ACMC Response:  Danica indicated that the draft will undergo edits once all of the 
comments from reviewers/this meeting are addressed, then it goes to NWMB and the 
Minister of ECCC for approval.  Can’t give a definitive date that it will be due, but ACMC 
wants to try to have it finalized by end of 2020.  TINMCA is going through a different 
process, so it is not necessarily comparable to the ACMC process. 
 
h. Community Member Comment/Question: I want this to be finished while our elders are 

still alive.  Make it happen as fast as you can so we can see it become real while they are 
still alive.  I am glad that we can talk face to face. 

 
6. Closing comments and Final Door Prizes 10pm 
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